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SCENE 1 EXT.  TRAVELLING. SPACE WITH PLANETARY SYSTEM. 10secs

The camera passes through a system of planetoids in an asteroid belt to arrive at the 
green, pastoral but alien world, Umba, while a mellow humorous voice narrates. A caption 
appears: “Jewels”.

RUMBLE (V/O)
Listen, to a tale of Umba- our brown-green spinning rock! 

SCENE 2 EXT. UMBAN LANDSCAPE. 10secs

The camera travels through alien looking trees and mossy, tufty meadows towards distant 
mountains.  Mushroom birds hop and flutter. The red suns appear through thin cloud. 

RUMBLE (V/O)
 All we need is here. We tend our Hoppers, watch and

are content. 

SCENE 3 CLOSE ON ANGRY LOOKING UMBAN. 10secs

In the mountains, Clump, the angry umban stares at the mountain in front of him.

SHOT of Mountain, which seems to stare right back.  

Clump  picks up the odd looking spade he has made and marches off scowling.

RUMBLE (V/O)
Most of us. Clump the Angry was sure the mountain

 hid precious jewels from him. So, he decided to fight the mountain....

SCENE 4 EXT. BASE OF MOUNTAIN.  20secs

Clump digs furiously creating a large hole. 

His spade handle breaks, he ditches it crossly and continues digging with the blade. The 
hole gets deeper.

The blade cracks and splits Clump's fury redoubles and he digs with his bare hands. He is 
no longer visible from the surface.

Close on an exhausted and frustrated Clump trying and failing to get out of his hole.

RUMBLE (V/O)
He dug, and dug. At day's end he was stuck at the bottom of 

a large hole- with no jewels.

SCENE 5 THE SAME. LATER. 25secs
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Clump is still feebly trying to get out of his hole. He almost weeps with the frustration. 

Another, happier Umban arrives with her flock of Mushroom Birds, and helps Clump out of 
the pit by lying at the edge and letting her arms hang down. Clump ungraciously scrabbles 
up and out of the hole, practically walking over her in his eagerness to be out. He brushes 
off the Mushroom Birds who flutter onto and around him. 

Clump stares balefully at the mountain as he and the newcomer converse. She gestures to 
the mountain, to the country around, to the sky- the clear pools; Clump stares at the 
mountain. She and her flock move slowly away.

Clump nods, and settles to have a feed of minerals by letting his 'roots' enter the ground 
near the pit. He almost relaxes.

RUMBLE (V/O)
A wise herder listened to Clump's story. 'Watch and wait and the Mountain will give you 
Jewels!'  So Clump stopped and rooted. The taste of the minerals was sweet and clean. 

Then-

SCENE 6 THE MOUNTAIN. 4secs

SFX huge thunder cracks.  The Mountain shakes- dust and debris fill the screen. 

SCENE 7 BASE OF MOUNTAIN. CLUMP'S EX- HOLE. 20secs

Clump narrowly avoids being thrown back into his pit, which is filled by the rock Clump has 
dug, and by debris from the quake. 

When the dust clears, Clump finds himself staring at the cairn like mound with an upside 
down Mushroom Bird on top of it- struggling to right itself. 

Clump is furious. He shakes his fists at the mountain and stares at it with grim 
determination. An idea hits. He produces a slate and starts sketching madly. The Herder 
looks alarmed.

RUMBLE (V/O)
In Clump's mind the mountain had made a big mistake. It had mocked him.

He was more determined than ever to get his jewels!

SCENE 8 THE MOUNTAIN. 4secs

A new day dawns. SFX mechanical squeaking, ratchets, whirring. 

SCENE 9 THE SAME MOMENTS LATER. 35secs

Clump enters at speed in a rickety contraption driven by pedals held in Clump's hands. A 
drill bit roughly carved from rock spins at its front end. 
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Clump consults the plan he has brought with him, then steers the contraption towards a 
vertical cliff face of solid rock. The end of the drill bit enters a crack in the cliff face jamming 
the device, with the result that Clump is hurled out of it and onto the ground at the base of 
the cliff.

He is on his feet very rapidly, and back in the device. He reverses it a little way and tries 
again. This time the drill and Clump's arms keep spinning with a noise like fingernails on a 
blackboard, but the impact causes pieces to drop away from the back end of the device. 
He slumps a little. 

Clump reverses the vehicle further from the cliff face this time, watched by the Herder and 
her flock who are passing. They're horrified as he hits the cliff face at full tilt. This time the 
drill bit shatters on impact, and Clump is hurled head first into the cliff. He bounces off and 
lands, visibly stunned at the feet of the Herder. The Mushroom Birds watch with 
excitement as the wreck of the digger rolls backwards downhill away from the cliff face and 
out of sight. SFX splintering and destruction.

RUMBLE (V/O)
Many inventors have great ideas. Few implement them.

SCENE 10 BY CLUMP'S CAIRN LATER. 15secs

The Herder talks to Clump who settles to feed and then moves to a clear pool to drink. He 
enjoys the food and the drink, but does not take his eyes from the mountain. Having 
finished his drink, he looks around as if taking in the scene for the first time- then his gaze 
returns to the mountain. He punches his hand in his fist- and raises a cautionary finger in 
the direction of his enemy. Herder leave, shaking head.

RUMBLE (V/O)
Again the Wise Herder counselled Clump to watch, to wait and 

receive the Jewels the Mountain would give. And Clump did wait-
to eat and drink- and to make a plan that would finally beat his enemy.

SCENE 11 EXT. CLUMP'S CAIRN.  DAY/NIGHT SEQUENCE. 24secs

DAYLIGHT: Clump works tirelessly building a cabin.
NIGHT: Slates are filled with plans, designs at feverish pace.
DAYLIGHT: Clump completes the walls. Looks at the Mountain admiringly.
NIGHT: Clump at work on bomb and timer- based on egg-timer principle.
DAYLIGHT: The roof is complete. Clump feeds, looks about, happy.
TWILIGHT: Gloating Clump wheels out his completed bomb and sets off towards the 
mountain.

RUMBLE (V/O)
But despite his plot to blast the mountain to smithereens to get his jewels,

Clump began to enjoy the beauty of his surroundings; even as he wheeled his 
deadly weapon towards its target-

SCENE 12 EXT.  MOUNTAIN CLIFF FACE.  NIGHT. 18secs
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Clump pushes the bomb towards a cleft in the cliff face. Herder sees, rushes toward him. 
He starts the timer. Then he steps back and looks around, stretching his arms and gazing 
at the sky-  and at the mountain towering above him.  Mushroom Birds land on his 
outstretched arms. He smiles then looks horrified. He turns and pulls the bomb away. Then 
starts off down the mountain. The Herder looks relieved.

RUMBLE (V/O)
– and started the timer. In fact he could not bring himself to do this thing.

The Mountain was beautiful. His home, his pool, the minerals were perfect! The 
Wise Herder had been right! These were his jewels. 

SCENE 13 EXT CLUMP'S SHELTER. NIGHT. 8secs

Clump feeds then moves to the pool to drink, resting one arm on his bomb- content. His 
eyes flick to the timer and his expression changes to horror.

SCENE 14 BCU TIMER. 4secs

The timer runs out/ hits zero. FX massive explosion.

SCENE 15 EXT. MOUNTAIN.  NIGHT LIT BY EXPLOSION. 3secs

The Herder and Mushroom Birds look up as-

SCENE 16: EXT. MOUNTAIN SILHOUETTE AND NIGHT SKY. 5secs

-a shower of brightly coloured, glittering fragments rises and falls to earth.

SCENE 17: EXT. CRATER WHERE CLUMP'S SHELTER STOOD. NIGHT. 25secs
 
The darkness of the crater is filled by the glitter of the multi-coloured shower of Jewels. 
The Mountain in b/g.

RUMBLE (V/O)
And as the Mountain gave jewels to Clump, so he became jewels on the Mountain for all to 

enjoy!   

Close on the Mountain as the credits roll, and Mushroom Birds frolic with gems.

END
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